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Story

Betrayed, persecuted and abandoned to their fate

In her new trilogy Ursula Poznanski presents a convincing dystopian setting and a thriller-type plot, and she

has created a well-thought out world set in a horrifyingly convincing future. The whole story is bursting with

original ideas, and features a totally authentic and endearing heroine. The author keeps her readers

guessing in a masterly way with a series of unexpected twists and turns, and piles on the tension with each

gripping, beautifully written page.

Skilfully, Ursula Poznanski lays false trails, thereby ¬involving both her characters and her readers in a

baffling adventure. This splendidly confusing narrative is a ¬dystopian thriller that is packed with surprises

and tackles the themes of trust and manipulation with elegance and imagination.

well-developed characters in a truly exceptional setting – engaging, exciting, a real Poznanski!
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“This Austrian woman is a genius.” Brigitte

 

Ursula Poznanski

Ursula Poznanski was born in Vienna, and spent ten years studying all sorts of subjects at the university

there, before abandoning all hope of getting a degree and getting to grips with real life as a medical

journalist. After her son was born, she started writing books for young readers. Her first book, Erebos, won

numerous prizes (including the German Children’s Literature Prize awarded by the Youth Jury), and made

her famous around the world. In the meantime she has become one of Germany’s most successful

authors, and she also writes best-selling thrillers for adult readers. She and her family live to the south of

Vienna.

 

More titles in this series

Eleria - Condemned (Vol. 1) Eleria - Contrived (Vol. 3) Contrived (Eleria Trilogy, Vol.

3)
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